
The Ants 

[Sulayman] said, "We 
will see whether you were truthful or were of the 

liars 

There was no doubt in this news. When you believe in what Allah 
informs us, then you will believe in the hereafter. The ant spoke, the 
hoopoe spoke, there is no doubt in all this. 

Sulayman عليه السالم was astonished to hear about this nation that he was unaware of. He gave the hudhud a 
chance to speak, not believing him, not refuting him, straight away. He remained neutral, he wanted evidence 
before he could decide. He didn't react quickly, and send 
his army straight away, although he could have, but he was 
not hasty. This was difficult, to hold himself. The test of 
gratitude is more challenging than the test of patience. To 
be hasty is not a good trait for a leader. His reticence also 
shows complete intelligence

Sulayman عليه السالم was the king, he could take his 
time to decide. He gave two options, starting with 
the positive one, showing he thought good of 
people. For the truthfulness, he used a verb, saying 
 ,whether you spoke the truth'. For the lying' ,أصدقت
he chose a whole sentence, الجملة كان, with a noun, 

 whether you lied', would have' ,اكذبت from the liars'. This diffused the accusation, because the verb' ,من الكاذبني
been too harsh. This shows his gentleness and respect. He was very diplomatic and respectful. He didn't 
accuse the hudhud of anything. 

This shows the character of Sulayman عليه السالم; the hudhud was a common soldier, but he treated him so 
well. 

Whatever position you have in life, be good to your subordinates and employees, your domestic helpers, even 
your children; everyone over whom you have authority. 

Take this letter of mine 
and deliver it to them. 

Then leave them and see 
what [answer] they will return.

This ayah is full of commands; Sulayman عليه السالم gave the hudhud specific instructions. 
This shows that animals and birds can understand and follow commands. This was also made easier by the 
fact that Sulayman عليه السالم spoke their language. 
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Sulayman عليه السالم had a plan, and he explained it in 
great detail to the hudhud. This was also essential for the 
protection for the hudhud. Clarity saves time and energy, 
and doesn't leave any place for misunderstanding. 

Sulayman عليه السالم had a very good and easy 
relationship with his subjects. He sent the hudhud on this 
mission; sending someone else would have showed a 
lack of trust. 

Sulayman عليه السالم wrote a letter, and the words suited 
his status. He didn't want the hudhud to be in any 
danger; if he was seen, they would most likely catch him 
and put him in a cage. His safety was of utmost 
importance for him; he was his soldier. So he instructed 
the hudhud to deliver the missive by dropping it from 
above. 

After throwing the letter, he told the hudhud to go at a 
distance, rest for a while, and observe them from afar. 
He wanted the hudhud to keep an eye on them 
unobtrusively, to gauge their reaction. 

The hudhud did exactly what he was commanded by 
his king. He took the letter, threw it onto the lap of 
queen Balqis. Then he observed them from a distance, 
to see how they would react to the letter.  


